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About This Game

Discover. Build. Defend. Escort. Survive. Dream.... Mimi, I just have to find the transport room and escort you there, right?
Then the dream will end? Look! It's another door! Is the transport room behind this door, Mimi?

Winged Sakura: Endless Dream combines the most addicting game features into a rogue-lite survival tower defense game! Open
endless doors, discover endless new rooms, and defeat endless robots. Build towers, form contracts, gain new allies, and survive

the Endless Dream.

Find the transport room and escort Mimi to the final destination!

Features:

Several Addicting Game Features and Genres Combined Into One!
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Action, RPG, Strategy, and Rogue-lite combined with Survival, Tower Defense, and Resource Management! A game
that's bound to give you new thrilling experience!

Randomly Generated Levels! 
A new playthrough means newly randomly generated levels, items, events, towers, enemies, allies, and skill items!
'Randomly Generated Levels' changes the way you think and play, giving you a brand new experience every playthrough!

Discover Rooms, Defend, and Escort!
The more rooms you discover, the more difficult the game gets! Discover, defend, and escort Mimi to the transport
room!

4 Playable Characters and 3 Classes! Enhance each class with Sakuras!
Play as an Archer, Assassin, or a Mage! Expand each class and change their play-style with Sakuras' unique passive
abilities!

30 Sakuras to Collect and Master: 
Unseal Sakuras, raise their ranks, and master them to unlock their full potentials and CGs!

2 Supporters and 3 Operators! 
Sakuras can be assigned as a Supporter or an Operator, providing powerful game-changing passive abilities! If a Sakura
is assigned as a Supporter, she will provide your character a passive ability and changes your main element to match your
her element. If a Sakura is assigned as an Operator, she will greatly enhance all allies or/and towers on the floor!

5 Elements: Neutral, Fire, Ice, Lightning, and Poison! 
Every room, enemy, and Sakura has an element! For those who's up for the challenge, exploiting your enemies'
weakness will be necessary in overcoming the hardest difficulty mode in the game!

Survival Mode! 
Hard mode isn't enough for you? Try survival mode!

24 Towers with up to 4 Upgrades Each! 
9 Offensive Towers, 7 Support Towers, and 8 Generators! Towers are randomly generated in-game and can be
researched and upgraded! Every new tower opens a new possibility of creating your ultimate choke points.

Rouge-lite Disclaimer (10/15/2017)

Permadeath in this game means you start back at level 1. Your character does not permanently get stronger. The only
thing you keep is petals, which is used to unseal and rank up Sakuras that will aid as you progress into higher worlds.
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Title: Winged Sakura: Endless Dream
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
WINGED SAKURA GAMES
Publisher:
WINGED SAKURA GAMES
Release Date: 6 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7+ 64 Bit

Processor: Any CPU after 2010

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0), OpenGL 3.2

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: A widescreen monitor is recommended. (16:9 or 16:10 aspect ratio). Art's native resolution is 1080p.
Scaling will occur on any other resolutions.

English
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good!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. this game is not designed for PC,
you need to click more times than necessary because the game was designed for mobile phone.. It's like popping bubblewrap,
but way more fun.

<click click click> This is pretty easy.
<click click click> Is this all there is to this game?
<click click click><MASSIVE GEM CASCADE> Ooooh!!!
<click click click>
<click click click>
<click click click>
<hours pass>
<click click click>
<click click click>
<click click click> This game's pretty addictive.. I don't really know what this game is about. I feel like the message underneath
the game is a serious one, and certainly existential at that, but it's honestly lost on me. I want to like it for being different and
interesting, but I'm having a hard time doing just that in the face of obscurity.

At the end of the day...I like it? I guess?. Really enjoying the general board game presentation of the game as well as the design
and gameplay of the factions and units. (Minor) Bugs are still there, but I hope they will be ironed out soon so the game can live
up to its potential. Just started tinkering with the table editor which has some interesting features to build small and large
battlefields. Campaign is just a bonus for me. What I am looking for is to spend time putting together armies and testing them
out in a solid miniature hex-tile combat (vsAI, 1vs1, 2vs2) for some good Heroscape-fun.

The demo gives you a pretty good impression of the game. So if you are interested, just try it out, nothing to loose.. A game of
it's time did not work on my computer or laptop but was a great game, if your computer runs it then well done have fun if not
then remember the good ol days.
. Very 90's, very good.
Campy old school horror shooter.
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disappointed!!!. This game is not very good, it runs very slowly the attacks suck and every thing is bad. The Theodore
Adventures is a platformer that unfortunately feels unfinished, and is both short and extremely long...

You can find about 10 minutes of gameplay amd commentary here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yzGVhEOnEGE

You play as Theodore, who wants to fly to Juicy island - an island full of fruit - but he needs to buy a plane to get there. The
goal of the game is to trade 100 coins per stage for gold ingot and when you have enough ingots, to buy the plane.

Lets begin with the positives and work our way down. Art wise, I feel the game is done well. To overcome flat looking stages in
a 2D style, the stage backgrounds are drawn in layers, allowing for depth in in the levels that it would otherwise be missing. This
detail can also be seen in the enemy types which vary in look and are in line with the level environment. They all move in set
paths and are destroyed by jumping on them (except one type that cant be squashed), but this variety keep the stages interesting
during the initial run through.

The music is an 8bit synth style and is fine to listen too while playing. There is no way lower the volume of the game music or
turn it off that I have found, so hopefully you enjoy it if you buy the game. :)

Control wise, it is a simple platformer, with left - right and a jump key. It can be controlled by either keyboard or a gamepad,
but for some reason the game has been designed that you need to press a button to transfer control from a gamepad to keyboard
or back again. I don't understand why it was designed in this way, and initially I did not have my controller connected so when I
ran the game I could not actually start it. It wasn't until I reloaded the game with a controller attached that I found I needed to
press the enter key to move controls to the keyboard.

In game physics is a bit off, on early stages if either foot is not on a platform you fall off, but as the game progresses you can
stand with one foot off a platform and stay on it. Also enemy hit boxes are noticeably larger then they are drawn, so you can
take damage if an enemy has not touched you or you can destroy an enemy sometimes by landing next to it. Inconsistencies like
this don't make for an enjoyable playthrough.

Finally is the game length. There are a total of 10 stages, each of which can be completed within 3 minutes provided you don't
die and have to start over. This means you can see all the content in half an hour, but you get one gold bullion per level and need
to buy the plane for 600 ingots. Going for this final goal would result in repeating each of the 10 stages at least 60 times, at 3
minutes a stage you would be looking at doing the same levels for 30 hours. I cannot understand why the plane is so expensive,
or why anyone would play the same 10 stages for that long just to get it.

As it is on release, I cant recommend this game as I while feel it is an OK platformer in gameplay (putting aside the few game
bugs) it comes across as unfinished in design.. The subterranean cavern is a metaphor. If you play you will discover it's meaning.
A charming tale set in a classic fantasy universe. You must play it to uncover the wealth hidden in the gem of a game.
+GORGEOUS GRAPHICS. good\u00e4\u00e4
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